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Abstract
Routing in all optical networks is an important issue. Deﬂection routing provides a high throughput but
suﬀers from unbounded transportation time. Convergence routing provides ending guarantee to packets
entering the network. We focus on the Eulerian routing technique (convergence routing based on an Eulerian
directed cycle), and several improvements which increase the throughput. In this paper, we show that these
routing algorithms are very unstable when the traﬃc occurs by bursts. Thus an admission control is needed
to maintain a high throughput.
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1 Introduction
All-optical packets switching represents a challenging and attractive technology for
providing a large bandwidth for future networks. As packets are more ﬂexible than
circuits, one can assume that Optical Packet Switching (OPS) will help to design
high bandwidth multi-service network (see for instance the ROM project [11], a
collaboration between Alcatel and French Universities and research centers). We
are mainly concerned here with the core network technology. The core has a small
number of nodes and links (for instance, the Italian core network has roughly 30
nodes and 60 links). But the links have a high bandwidth. The number of links
per router is low and a regular topology (like the grid) is considered as a good
approximation of real network (see [11] for some details on this topic). But with
nowadays optical technology for core network, optical switches do not have large
buﬀers or even buﬀers at all. Delay loops allow some computation time for the
routing algorithms but they are not designed to store large numbers of packets.
1 This work has been supported by the RNRT project ROM-EO with Alcatel
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Therefore routing algorithms are quite diﬀerent from algorithms designed for store
and forward networks based on electronic buﬀering [2, 17]. And like in electronic
routing, routing strategies have a large impact on network performance.
The most studied routing technique for OPS is shortest path deﬂection routing
[6, 19,1]. In shortest-path Deﬂection Routing, switches attempt to forward packets
along a shortest path to their destinations. Each link can send a ﬁnite number
of packets per time-slot (the link capacity). No packet is queued. At each slot,
incoming packets have to be sent to their next switch along the path. If the number
of packets requiring a link is larger than the link capacity, only some of them will go
through the link they ask for and the other ones have to be misdirected or deﬂected.
Thus, deﬂected packets travel on longer paths to their destination. Simulations and
models have shown [1, 7, 10] that the throughput is quite good but the number of
deﬂections may be not negligible and the transportation time is not bounded (the
livelock problem).
For instance, we have analyzed by simulation a 11 × 11 2D-mesh under unbal-
anced traﬃc assumptions. In Figure 1 we present the distribution of the transport
delays (i.e., the lengths of the paths followed by the packets) obtained with Ques-
sette’s optimal deﬂection routing strategy [16]. Figure 1 shows that most packets
will experience fast transport inside the mesh. The average transport time measured
during the simulation is 16.6, much smaller than the diameter (the maximal physi-
cal distance) which is only 20 in a 11×11 2D-mesh. Thus the average performances
sound good. The source of traﬃc is uniform on the mesh but the destinations follow
a skewed distribution based on the superposition of a uniform distribution on the
whole mesh for 10% of the traﬃc and the uniform distribution on a small centered
mesh of size 5× 5 for the remaining traﬃc. The link capacity is one and the global
arrival rate (for the whole network is 20 packets per time-slot).
Approximately 2 millions packets have been transported and a signiﬁcant num-
ber of them (more than 7400) have experienced more than 100 deﬂections. We have
also observed some packets which need more than 3000 hops to reach their desti-
nation. Figure 1 shows the tail of the distribution of packet delays. For the sake
of readability we use a logarithmic scale for the probability. Almost 2000 packets
need more than 500 time slots to leave the network. This is not consistent with a
network protocol. Such packets will be considered as lost because they arrive after
the transport time-out or they reach their time-to live (TTL).
Convergence routing has been proposed to provide a ﬁnite ending guarantee [15,
17,20,4]. In such routing, packets are routed along a global sense of direction, which
provides an ending guarantee. As proposed in various works [15,20], such a global
sense of direction can be created by using some decompositions of the target directed
graphs (or of a covering sub-digraph of it) into circuits. For instance, Laforest and
Vial proposed Eulerian routing [4, 14] in which packets follow an Eulerian circuit
in the network. They model the network by directed graphs G = (V,E). The
vertex set V represents the network’s set of routers. An edge (u, v) in the edge
set E represents a link from router u to router v. An Eulerian circuit of a graph
G = (V,E) is a closed loop which crosses each edge of G exactly once. Hence, an
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the packet delays on the mesh with non uniform traﬃc
Eulerian loop is a numbering of the edges of G modulo m where m is the total
number of edges in G.
Let us consider an Eulerian circuit C. Each emitted packet follows C and, at each
step, it has priority on the next edge in this circuit. Hence, a packet emitted by a
node u for a ﬁnal destination v will eventually reach it. Let us denote by dC(u, v),
the maximal number of edges on C between one occurrence of the source vertex u
and the ﬁrst following occurrence in C of the destination vertex v. It represents the
longest delay for packet transport from vertex u to vertex v. Thus, we can deﬁne
the ending guarantee EndGC of C by the maximum of dC(u, v) for all nodes u and
v. Clearly, following C, any packet emitted in G reaches its destination in at most
EndGC steps and we get the ending guarantee and the proof that there is no livelock
in the network. The ending guarantee is a bound on the transport time. It does not
take into account the waiting time before entering the optical part of the network.
However, this ending guarantee has a cost for networks with many nodes: a
signiﬁcant reduction of the throughput. For various Eulerian directed cycles, simu-
lations show throughput from 3 up to 6 packets per slot for a 10× 10 2D-mesh [3].
For similar networks and traﬃc, deﬂection routing algorithms provide a throughput
of more than 32 packets per slot [3, 9]. This is due to the large average transport
delay experienced with Eulerian routing. Thus researchers from our group have
proposed several strategies to improve the throughput of Eulerian routing: short-
cut routing [14], mixed routing [5], shortest ﬁrst Eulerian routing. Here we show
that all these strategies are unstable when the traﬃc is bursty.
The simulator has been designed using QNAP II modeling tool [18]. The descrip-
tion language allows to represent eﬃciently queues, ﬂags, and customers and these
elementary objects may be grouped into arrays and records. Thus the mapping of
the network into the simulated objects is quite simple.
Every switch is modeled by two queues: one for the packets present in the optical
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part of the network and the other one to store the packets at the interface waiting
to enter the optical network. The algorithm used to choose the deﬂected packets
minimizes the number of deﬂections for each switch and for each time unit.
The source, destination, hop count, time and statistics are carried by the cus-
tomers as parts of their records. The simulator reports statistics about the queue
utilization and the customers sample-paths: mean delay to enter the network, switch
utilization, distribution of the number of deﬂections for all the packets, distribution
of the transport delay, number of packets in Eulerian mode, and of course, averages
and other statistics from these distributions. The conﬁdence intervals for the means
are computed when we study average transport time but they are not depicted in
the ﬁgures as they are always smaller than 1 percent.
The simulator design allows a general traﬃc description, as the destination of
the packet is carried by the customer. We assume constant or time varying Poisson
process to model the arrivals. Indeed, even if some measurements show that the
Internet traﬃc is not Poisson today, it is very diﬃcult to predict the traﬃc properties
in a core network in the future.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the new
routing algorithms and we show sample paths with bursts causing instability for all
of them. Section 3 is devoted to control mechanisms. The simulations show that it
avoids the instability shown in section 2.
2 Routing algorithms using convergence and their in-
stability
During the ROM Project [11], we have, in collaboration with Alcatel, designed sev-
eral directed cycles of the grid and routing strategies based on convergence. Pursu-
ing their conclusion, we consider that the square 2D-mesh N × N is a suﬃciently
realistic topology for a core network. The simplest routing algorithm based on con-
vergence is Eulerian Routing. Remember that an Eulerian circuit is a circuit which
crosses each edge exactly once, so all links lead to the destination. This property
provides ﬁnite ending guarantee at the price of low throughput. In this paper, we
consider a particular Eulerian circuit of the mesh named Antenna [5].
With Eulerian Routing (which will be called basic Eulerian Routing in the rest
of the paper), a packet enters the network by selecting an output link at random
and then follows the circuit. To shorten the average transport delay (and increase
the throughput), we have designed several improvements: Shortest First Eulerian
Routing and Mixed Routing [5].
2.1 Mixed Routing
As said earlier, although deﬂection routing provides high throughput, a signiﬁcant
proportion of packets are heavily deﬂected especially when the traﬃc is unbalanced.
These packets are not consistent with a network protocol. On the other hand,
Eulerian routing provides an ending guarantee but suﬀers from a low throughput.
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Fig. 2. The Antenna directed cycle
Mixed routing [5] is a new algorithm we have designed which combines the Eulerian
ending guarantee and the deﬂection goodput eﬃciency. Mixed routing is based
on a threshold S on the number of deﬂections experienced by a packet. Each
packet carries a counter. When it is emitted, the packet uses deﬂection routing.
Whenever a packet suﬀers a deﬂection, its counter is increased. When the counter
is larger than S, the packet is switched to Eulerian routing and keeps this mode until
destination. In order to ensure the Eulerian ending guarantee, packets in Eulerian
mode have a higher priority than packets in deﬂection mode. The modiﬁcation
of the header of the packet is possible because at each step the packet will be
regenerated. The payload will be kept optical but the header will be transfered into
the electronic domain for routing and control. At the end of the time slot, a new
header is generated with new routing and control information. It will be converted
into optical domain and sent before the payload.
For low value of S we can observe a phase transition phenomenon. See for
instance Fig. 3 where a sample-path with S = 8 is shown for a 11 × 11 mesh. The
shadows area depicts the evolution rate while the eulerian traﬃc and the global
traﬃc are respectively the number of eulerian packets and the whole number of
packets in the network. The arrivals follow a Poisson process with rate 20. But,
during a small period (i.e., between instant 200 and 250), the intensity is changed
to model a burst (the arrival rate is now 100). Before slot 200, the total number of
packets in the network is quite low (i.e., between 150 and 200). Indeed the arrival
rate in this ﬁrst part implies a very small utilization of the network. At this load,
there are only a few deﬂections and no packets in Eulerian mode have been observed
during several simulations. At instant 200, due to the increase of the arrival process,
the number of packets jumps up to almost 440. The network becomes saturated.
Unfortunately when the arrival process goes back to 20 the network stays saturated.
We continue to observe a low throughput (see Fig. 4). Furthermore this throughput
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Fig. 3. Antenna, phase transition sample-path with S = 8
is smaller than the arrival rate and the network is now unstable. The real reason of
these low performances is the number of packets in Eulerian mode.
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Fig. 4. Antenna, S = 8, low throughput after the burst
Indeed the two basic modes of routing have very diﬀerent mean transport time
and average throughput: less than 6 packets per time unit for basic Eulerian rout-
ing and roughly 32 packets for deﬂection routing. The bursty arrivals increase the
number of packets inside the optical part of the network. Under heavy load, a sig-
niﬁcant number of packets experience a large number of deﬂections. If the threshold
S is low, a large number of packets will switch to the Eulerian mode of routing.
But the average transport delay is much larger for Eulerian mode. Thus packets
in Eulerian mode stay longer and as they have priority for the routing algorithms,
they cause more deﬂections and again more packets in Eulerian mode. This domino
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eﬀect (Eulerian packets will create new Eulerian packets) leads to a network where
almost all the packets are in Eulerian mode and the throughput of the network is
now very low. As the arrival rate is larger than the throughput of the Eulerian
routing, the network will stay in this mode almost surely (see Fig. 3).
How to avoid such undesirable behavior? First, it must be clear that this phase
transition is always possible but we can decrease its probability. And we can increase
the probability of the reverse transition by an appropriate control of the arrivals.
2.2 Shortest First Eulerian Routing
With Shortest First Eulerian Routing a packet selects one of the best available out-
puts when entering the network. Using the basic Eulerian Routing on a 2D mesh
grid, a packet may use all its output links to reach its destination. But all out-
put links do not provide the same transportation time. More precisely, given an
Eulerian circuit C, an origin node a, a destination node b and an output link l,the
transportation time depends on the length of the path in C, starting with the con-
sidered output link and ending with the ﬁrst occurrence of the destination node.
And given C, a and b, the lengths distribution may be dramatically unbalanced
among all links. As an example, the mean distance between all nodes on the An-
tenna Circuit 7×7 is 76, 92, 195 and 216 for the ﬁrst, second, third and fourth best
output. In selecting the shortest available output, Shortest First Eulerian Routing
exploits this highly unbalanced distribution to reduce packets transportation time
by comparison with the uniform random selection of the basic Eulerian Routing.
Consequently, decreasing the average transportation time results in increasing the
network goodput.
However, when the network is heavily loaded, the best output links toward a
packet’s destination may be unavailable, so the packet has to enter the network via
an output link having distance length to the destination signiﬁcantly higher than
the best one : an unfavorable link. Thus the packet’s transportation time increases,
resulting in a reduction of the chances of other entering packets’ possibilities to
obtain favorable output links. These unfavorable allocations in their turn result in
further lowering of the opportunities of new entering packets to obtain favorable
treatment, resulting in a dramatic reduction of the network goodput.
Consider a 2D mesh grid N×N covered with an Eulerian circuit C. Note W the
link capacity. Under uniform distribution traﬃc between all nodes, assume that the
load on each node and on each link is constant, uniform and equal to the network
occupation rate ρ and that packet arrivals in a node are independent. Assume also
that all nodes have four output and input links. These assumptions are optimistic
because of the grid topology and the covering with C. Let note di the mean distance
of the ith best output links between all nodes in the network.
The probability pi that a packet enters the network with its i
th output is the
probability that all wavelengths are used on links 1 to i− 1 and at least one wave-
length is non used on link i conditioned that at least one wavelength is non used
on one output link, in other words, conditioned that the packet may enter the net-
work (if no wavelength on an output link is unused, the packet has to wait until a
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wavelength on an output link becomes unused before entering the network).
Let ’s note Oi the random variables which value are 1 if a wavelength is non
used on output link i and 0 otherwise. Thus the probability pi may be computed
in the following way :
pi = P(Oi = 1, ∀j = 1, . . . , i− 1, Oj = 0| ∃k ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, Ok = 1)
=
P(Oi = 1, ∀j = 1, . . . , i− 1, Oj = 0, ∃k ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, Ok = 1)
P(∃k ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, Ok = 1)
Since the event (Oi = 1,∀j = 1, . . . , i − 1, Oj = 0) is included in the event
(∃k ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, Ok = 1), we get :
pi =
P(Oi = 1, ∀j = 1, . . . , i− 1, Oj = 0)
P(∃k ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, Ok = 1)
Finally, from the independent arrival assumption, the probability pi that a
packet enters the network on its ith output link is given by the following formula :
∀i = 1, . . . , 4, pi =
(
1− ρW
)
ρ(i−1)W
1− ρ4W
The mean transportation time T of a packet and the mean network throughput
N are given by the following formula :
T =
∑4
i=1 pidi
N = 1
T
Figure 5 depicts the evolution of the mean throughput versus the occupation
rate for the Antenna Circuit. What is essential to note here is the rapid fall of the
throughput after certain thresholds derived from the link capacity. As the occu-
pation rate approaches 1, the probabilities of entering by the ith path approach 14 ,
the uniform random selection of basic Eulerian Routing. This simple and optimistic
model suggests a scenario where a burst may cause a network collapse. Assume
that a burst occurs and ﬁlls the network with packets. The network will get its
optimal throughput back only if the arrival rate following the burst is lower than
its saturated throughput.
Figure 6 shows such a scenario for a 11× 11 mesh with 16 wavelengths per link
covered with the antenna circuit. The arrival follows a Poisson process with arrival
rate 65. During a small period, the arrival intensity is changed to 320 to model
a burst. Before time slot 1500, the number of packets is stable. When the burst
occurs, the network is ﬁlled with packets, and the network throughput does not
come back to its non saturated rate.
Thus we must control the eﬀective arrivals.
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3 Admission Control
Congestion avoidance control mechanisms observe the traﬃc and use these obser-
vations to adjust the load rate. The most studied scheme is the Additive Increase
Multiplicative Decrease mechanism [8] where the resource sends a binary feedback
(1=overloaded, 0=underloaded) to the network users who increase additively their
rate when the network is underloaded and decrease multiplicatively their rate when
the network is overloaded. Our binary feedback is based on the load of the network.
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When the load is higher than a threshold T , the binary feedback function sends 1
otherwise 0. We monitor the average load of Eulerian nodes using a geometrical
moving average. The users rate is ﬁxed with a probability of entering the network
when an optical slot is available which increases when the network is underloaded
and decreases when the network is overloaded. For both routing protocols we have
chosen to monitor the number of packets in Eulerian mode. For mixed routing, the
number of packets in Eulerian mode gives some information about the load. They
appear when the load is high due to a hot spot or large bursts. For Shortest First
Eulerian Routing, all the packets are Eulerian and we just observe the load.
3.1 Mixed Routing
We use a Multiplicative Decrease, Additive Increase control based on the probability
of accepting a packet when a optical slot is available. This probability evolves during
the sample-path and must decrease when the load is high and increase when the
load becomes smaller. Let N(t) be observed at time t, we estimate the load by
Load(t) = βLoad(t − 1) + (1 − β)N(t). The coeﬃcient β has been ﬁxed to 0.8 to
react quickly to a sudden increasing of the load.
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Fig. 7. Antenna, S = 8, The burst is under control
When the load is larger than a threshold T , the probability to accept an incoming
packet is divided by 2. This is the Multiplicative Decrease part of the control.
When the load is smaller then T , the probability is increased by adding up a small
constant α. Of course the probability is constrained to stay in interval (, 1) to
avoid numerical problems due to underﬂow or large values.
We present in Fig. 7 a typical sample-path. We consider the same network and
the same load as in Fig. 3.
Note that some parts of the admission control imitates what is currently done
within TCP [13]. However we have to change the congestion signal (no packet loss)
and the time scale (optical slot time rather than end-to-end transport time).
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3.2 Shortest First Eulerian Routing
As shown in 2 , Shortest First Eulerian Routing may lead to network breakdown
under bursty traﬃc. Two policies are possible to prevent the instability : forbid a
packet to use an unfavorable output or control the number of packets in the network.
The ﬁrst method is to forbid a packet to use an unfavorable output link by
keeping it at the entrance of the network until a favorable output becomes available.
Using this policy, the transportation time of packets is almost kept constant and is
among the favorable options possible given C, the origin node a and the destination
node b. Let’s deﬁne more precisely the notion of favorable outputs.
A ﬁrst deﬁnition is the best output link and only the best one. With that
policy, for various Eulerian directed cycles we have found throughput from 6 to 15
per slot for 7×7 2D mesh. However, this policy may cause a non-optimal use of the
network. The network becomes vulnerable to unbalanced traﬃc matrix which paths
superimpose on some links of C. Indeed, all packets have only one possible output
to reach a given destination, so routing has no adaptability to traﬃc conditions and
the network is likely to become saturated while a part of the network is poorly used.
Thus, in order to provide the network with adaptability to traﬃc conditions,
packets should be allowed to be inserted in several links. So a trade-oﬀ between
adaptability and the increase of the transportation time of packets has to be found.
Thus, we deﬁne r the maximal degradation we allow for favorable links. Given a, b
and C, a packet is allowed to be inserted in link i if :
di
max
j=1,...,4
dj
≤ r
r should be set as low as possible so that the transportation time of a packet is
kept near the best one, but should be high enough to allow most of the packets to
be inserted in several links.
The second method to avoid instability is to control the number of packets. To
control the number of packets, we have implemented an additive increase multi-
plicative algorithm. Figure 8 shows the evolution of the network under the same
conditions of 2. When the burst occurs and is detected, the control mechanism
prevents packet from ﬁlling the network and enables the network to absorb the
burst.
4 Conclusion
Routing for optical packet networks is an important issue and deﬂection suﬀers from
unbounded transportation time (i.e. livelocks). We have designed several routing
strategies based on convergence but we have also shown that they require an admis-
sion control to avoid saturation of the network. Using simulation, we have studied
some Multiplicative Decrease and Additive Increase control algorithms based on the
observation of Eulerian packets. These control algorithms look eﬃcient according to
the simulations we made and they allow a large throughput for convergence based
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